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We prove that the representation of C*(G x G/H) induced from the 
restriction to H of a unitary representation 71 of G can be constructed directly 
from 7~ in the framework of Rieffel’s theory of induced representations of 
C*-algebras, with the inducing process defined by a generalized conditional 
expectation. LX’e then show, in the general context of Rieffel’s theory, that if 
the induced representation is CCR, so is the original. In a more special situation, 
which still generalizes that of a conditional expectation onto a subalgebra, and 
which includes the operation of inducing from an open subgroup and the 
above-mentioned process when G/H is of finite volume, we prove that if the 
induced representation is type I, so is the original, and obtain a result on 
intertwining operators. This provides a unified treatment, as well as an extension 
to the nonseparable case, of certain known results on induction and restriction 
of representations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a topological space X, we denote by k’(X) the space of con- 
tinuous functions of compact support on X. If  G is a locally compact 
topological group with closed subgroup H, then K(G) and 
K(G >( G/H) are *-algebras, dense in the C*-algebras C*(G) and 
C”(G x G/H) associated, respectively, with the group G and the 
transformation group G x G/H 4 G/H [5, Sect. 31. We assume 
familiarity with the basic terminology and results of both [5] and [14]. 
In particular, repeated and fundamental use shall be made of the 
one-to-one functorial corrcspondcnce between representations of 
C*(H) and C*(G x G/H) [7; 14, Sects. 6-71. 
Tn [S] the author and Kallman observed that if G/H is compact 
there is a natural injective *-homomorphism B of k’(G) into 
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K(G x G/H), defined by B($)(g, X) - (# @ I)(g, X) = 4(g), 4 t K(G). 
0 extends to a *-homomorphism of C*(G) into C*(G x G/H), and 
if G/H also has an invariant probability measure 01, this extension 
is injective and so C*(G) may be viewed as a subalgebra of 
C*(G x G/H) [8, I, emmas 2.2 and 4.1, proof of Theorem 1 .I]. 
Section 1 of [14] p rompted the author to observe that integration 
with respect to LX defines a natural positive projection P of 
K(G x G/H) onto K(G) which, as can easily be checked, extends 
to a positive projection of C*(G \.’ G/H) onto C*(G) satisfying the 
conditional expectation property [ 14, Definition 1.31. ‘I’he situation 
breaks down in the absence of an invariant probability measure 
on G/H, and two problems arise immediately in the light of [14, 
Sections 4 and 51: First, redefine both P and the action of K(G) on 
K(G x G/H), in the case of an arbitrary quotient space G/H, so 
as to obtain a generalized conditional expectation [ 14, Definition 4.121 
from K(G x G/H) to K(G); second, given a representation r 
of G, determine the corresponding “induced” representation of 
K(G x G/W ( or C*(G x G/H)). In Section 2 we show that the 
natural definitions can be successfully modified, much as in [14, 
Sect. 41, and that the “induced” representation of C*(G :’ G/H) 
corresponds, under the functorial correspondence mentioned above, 
to the restriction pi iH of n to H. 
As the functorial correspondence preserves many properties of 
representations (for example, irreducibility, type, compactness, 
containment, and weak containment), the study of the relationship 
between n and rr ,, , insofar as such properties are concerned, is 
equivalent to the study of the relationship between n and the 
“induced” representation of C*(G x G/H). The generalized condi- 
tional expectation P used to construct this latter representation 
from 71 can sometimes be a useful tool in such a study (see Section 4). 
Although the restriction process itself is included in Rieffel’s general 
framework of rigged modules [14, Example 4.231, the representation 
n (,, cannot be constructed from v via a generalized conditional 
expectation. This follows from the remarks in [14, pp. 22772281 
and the fact that ‘Jo iH need not be a cyclic representation even if w is. 
In Section 3 we prove, in the general setting of Rieffel’s theory of 
induced representations of C*-algebras, that if the induced representa- 
tion is CCR, so is the original. This yields an extension to the non- 
separable case, as well as a simple proof, of Theorem 2.2 of [ 161, 
and also the result that a representation of a group is CCR if its 
restriction to any closed subgroup is. 
In Section 4 we discuss a special case of Rieffel’s theory which 
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generalizes the situation of a conditional expectation from a C*- 
algebra onto a subalgebra. A and B are C*-algebras, with B a 
subalgebra of M(A), the double centralizer algebra of A [2]. P is a 
bounded positive linear map of A onto a dense subspace of B such 
that P(rzb) = P(a)b Vn E A, b E B, and we also assume that A has 
a bounded approximate identity e, with P(e,) a left approximate 
identity for B. A, B, and P certainly satisfy 4.12 of [ 141, and repre- 
sentations of B can be induced up to A, via P, as in [14, Sects. 4, 51. 
JVe prove in Theorem 4.5 that in the above situation, if the induced 
representation is type 1, so is the original, and we also obtain a result 
on intertwining operators. ‘I‘he above situation applies to representa- 
tions of a group induced from an open subgroup [14, Sect. I] and 
also to representations of C*(G x G/H) corresponding to the 
restriction to H of representations of G, when G/H is a finite volume 
homogeneous space (Lemmas 4.1 and 4.3). Consequently, WC have a 
unified treatment, valid in the nonseparable case, of certain results 
in [IO-131 on both induction and restriction of representations. 
W’e mention that Propositions 2.2 and 2.4 of [I I] in fact provided 
the primary motivation for the results of Section 4. 
2. INIXJCING RESTRICTED REPRESEKTATIONS OF GROUPS 
I,ct G be a locally compact group with closed subgroup II such 
that G/N is compact. The map # + # @ I, 4~ E K(G), defines 
an injectiw *-homomorphism of K(G) into K(G x G,/H), so K(G) 
may be viewed as a *-subalgebra of K(G Y G/H). Xs such, K(G) 
acts naturally on K(G x G/H), both on the left and the right, as 
follows: 
am 1 (2.1) 
(f ’ p)(,y% .v) :- jJ(f, F) ql,(t “y) dt, #EK(G), .f~k-(G ‘< G.H). 
If G/H also has an invariant probability measure N, then the map P 
defined by 
(2.2) 
can easily be seen to be a positive projection of K(G i: G/H) onto 
K(G) satisfying the conditional expectation property P(f * 4) = 
(Pf) * $, P($ *f) = 4 r Pf, 4 E K(G), f l K(G x G/H). 
580/24/3-z 
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For the case of an arbitrary quotient space G/H, K(G) is no longer 
a *-subalgebra of K(G >. G/H), and integration with respect to 
an arbitrarv quasi-invariant measure on G/N no longer gives a 
positive mab from K(G x G/H) to K(G). The difficulties are similar 
to those encountered by Rieffel in [14, Sect. 41, and, as there, they 
can be circumvented by first redefining P and then redefining the 
right action of K(G) on K(G x G/N). MTe remark, however, that 
even for arbitrary G/H, (2.1) defines a *-homomorphism of K(G) 
into the double centralizer algebra of K(G Y G/H). This will be 
important in Section 4. 
Let a: be a quasi-in\-ariant measure on G/H whose Radon-Nikodym 
derivative &(.) :: d(s . ~‘i)/&, considered as a function on G /I G/H, 
is jointly continuous. Attempting to define P by (2.2), we see that 
for .f l K(G x G/H), 
while 
Thus P cannot be positive. As in [14, Sect. 41, however, a suitable 
redefinition is obtained by introducing the square root of the function 
by which P(f *) and (I”)* d’ff 1 er. Henceforth, P shall denote the 
map of K(G x G/H) into K(G) defined by 
@‘f)(x) --- [ f(g, F) X,,(x)llr da(a), fr K(G x G/H). (2.3) 
. C/H 
P is now positive (see below) but no longer satisfies l’(f . $) - 
tpf) * v4.f~ KtG x G/H), 1+5 E K(G). il ccordingly, we simply redefine 
.f -i- # so that the above equation holds. What works is 
(.f* $)(g, x) jf(t, x) X;!:,(ff) $(f-lx) dr, .f~ K(G x G,‘H), 311 c K(G). 
I 
(2.4) 
THEOREM 2.5. Under the action dejked in (2.4), K(G) acts as an 
algebra of right centralizers on K(G x G/H), and P, given 1)~ (2.3), 
is a generalized conditional expectation (see [ 14, 4.121). 
Proof. The map K(G x G/H) x K(G) + K(G x G/H) given 
by (2.4) is easily seen to be well defined and bilinear. That K(G) 
acts as an algebra on K(G x G/H) and that right multiplication by 
IJ E K(G) is a right centralizer of K(G x G/H) follow, respectively, 
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from the equalities .f xc (#r 4 #a) -= (f 4 #r) :t $, for .f~ K(G /‘ G/H), 
$I~ E K(G), and (fr ,+:fa) * # == fr 7 (6, * $I) for fj E K(G ,’ G/II), 
tJ E K(G). These equalities can be verified directly from the definitions 
of the various multiplication operations as integrals, followed bv 
routine changes of variable and changes in the order of integration. 
IVe omit the details, but mention that the identity h,S,(.~) 
x,v(x) qs-lx), s, t t G, 7 s t G/H, is needed for the first equalitv. 
That P is a vvell-defined linear map from K(G :’ G/N) into K(G) 
is likewise obvious, and that P satisfies conditions (1) and (3) in 
[ 14, Definition 4.121, namely, that P(f *) --: P(f)* and that P(f‘ . C/J) ~~ 
(ly) . I,!J, fc K(G ,I G/H), II, EK(G), f 11 0 0x1s routinely. \I’e wrify 
conditions (2), (5), (6), and (4) of Definition 4.12 belovv, generally 
following the ideas of [14, Sect. 41. 
(2) I’ is positive, that is, P(f” .f) ;z 0 in C:*(G), for each 
f eK(G J G/H). ‘I’o see this, it suffices to verify thatp(P(f * ,f)) 1‘. 0 
for any positive-definite Radon measure p on G. For any Radon 
measure 21 on G, 
1, t lx) n(t~l).f(t-‘.s,‘r’.~) A@)‘~ ntda(%) du(s). 
(2.6) 
By interchanging the order of the two inside integrals, performing 
the change of variables x ---f t-r, putting the two inside integrals 
in the original order, and then changing the order of integration 
for the two outside integrals, one sees that the above integral equals 
where for x E G/H, @J lies in K(G) and is defined by (@,.f‘)(r) =- 
f(t, ‘r) Xl(F)li2. N ow if u is positive-definite, the inside integral 
is 2-0 for each x E G/H, and since du is a positive measure, the 
whole integral is 30. Incidentally, the above calculations shove 
that P is faithful, for iff is a nonzero element of K(G x’ G/H), then 
@,J is nonzero in K(G) f or some X, hence u((@‘J)* :+ (@J)) Y 0 for 
some positive-definite measure u on G, zi(P(f* :h,f)) :- 0 by the 
above calculations, and P(f* ;f) + 0. 
(5) K(G x G/H)2 is P-dense in K(G x G/H), that is, for 
eachfEK(G x G/H), E > 0, 3g E K(G x G/H)” with 11 P((f ~-- g)* + 
(f -~ g))jj,.cC, < E. This follows from the fact that K(G ,> G/II) 
has an approximate identity w, with respect to the inductive limit 
topology, and indeed w,* 21 ,f ‘i- w.,. --f .f in the inductive limit topology, 
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for each f E K(G x G/H) [5, pp. 38-391. Ixtting g., ~~ f 4 w, E 
K(G :.’ G/H)” and observing that P is continuous with respect 
to the inductive limit topologies on K(G / (G/H) and K(G), respec- 
tively, and that the inductive limit topology on K(G) is stronger 
than the C*-norm topology, wc obtain the result. 
(6) ‘The range of E’ is dense in K(G), with respect to the 
C*-norm. 1,et $, y E K(G) and denote by sl,, yjE the element of 
K(G 1~ G/H) defined by 
This definition was introduced by Iiieffel [ 14, Formula 7.81 in order 
to identify the imprimitivity algebra E of the K(H)-rigged space 
K(G) [14, Definition 6.41 kvith a subspace of K(G < G,‘N). Also, 
let p denote the “rho-function” associated with the quasi-invariant 
measure ‘t on G/H, so that 
where 7 is the linear map of K(G) onto K(G/H) defined by (~cp)(%) :: 
JH cp(d2) d/l. 14 ‘e are indebted to the referee for the observation that 
I’(($, $5 >E) ~-- (ybp’i’) ? (@y, w9 
and that as an immediate consequence, the range of P is dense. 
This argument replaces a considerably more complicated one of the 
author. 
(4) P is relatively bounded, that is, for all j-~ K(G ; G/H) 
the map g -> P(.f * 4 g -,f‘) is a bounded map from K(G Y G/H) to 
K(G), with respect to the (‘*-norms of C*(G x G/H) and C*(G), 
respectively. Note that we have already proved that K(G > G/H) 
is a right K(G)-rigged space [14, Definition 2.81, hence UJ~ may 
use the generalized Cauchy-- Schwartz inequality, as in [ 14, Proposi- 
tion 4.91, to check that ~! Z’(f* . g -ti,f)ii < // P(,f* *g* -kg xf)ill,” :< 
/j P(f* ~,f)li*:“. Nom,f* + g* *g : f < lig!!2. (f* of) in C*(G ;.< G/H), 
and we claim it follows that P(,f * i; g* 4: g *.f) < // g Ii2 . P(f * q,,f) in 
C*(G). Given this claim, I’ P(.f* -kg ~,f)lI < 11 g ;I . !I P(f* :bf)il and 
we are done. To verify the claim, it suffices to check that for 
f, g E K(G j. G/H) with ,f* *f < g* 2 g in C*(G x G/H), one has 
P o w* -.f) i P ” Kg* -g) for all states p on C*(G). But p 0 P 
is a positive-definite measure on K(G x G/H) and thus a pointwise 
limit of the restriction to K(G x G/H) of positive functionals on 
C*(G >’ G/H) [5, p. 471, and the result follows. 
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For use in Section 4, u-e prove the following 
LEMMA 2.9. If R is a Jinite measure on C/H, P is bounded. 
Proof. It suffices to prove the existence of C ;-- 0 such that 
for all statesp on C*(G), j p 0 P(f), < C ]ljl!, for alIfE K(G , G/11). 
But the positive-definite measure p (- P determines a representation 
1~ P of C*(G x G/H) on a Hilbert space 3 as in [5, Sect. 41, and 
! p fi P( f)l = lim / p fi P(nc,.* 2 .f + wv)~ = Iim :’ y jj IJ ‘(f) xc‘, , FL’, ‘y/ 
- - 
. _ I:f~ilirn i, zq ~ $ -~-~ j ,fl limp 0 P(E.,~ : w,), Y Y 
w.here w, is as in [5, pp. 38-391, namely, w,* u, @ v.,, \vith ZI,. 
being the standard sort of approximate identity in K(G) and T‘.. 
being a net in K(G/H) with 0 < T.,. < 1 and T., 1 wentually, on 
each compact set K C G/N. Hence we need only show that /, 
P(w.,.* ‘- w,) is b ounded independently of y. No\v (w,,* I ZL’.,)(S, t) : 
r.,,(t) r.,,(S-lt)(u, -: u.,.*)(s), as is verified by a routine calculation, and 
thus 
(qw.,,” t- q,))(s) = (u;, ; w,* MS) j,,,, q(t) z’.,,(“-lf) X,(r)‘,~ r/a(f). 
Both T., and, for each s, z;,,(s-l.) h,(.)1;2 lit in K(GiH) iL”(G/I-!), 
hence 
j J c.,(f) c,(sll) A,,(t)‘!’ h(t) / 
= 1 I c.,(t)l” da(t) 5 cx(G;Zl). 
For each state p on C*(G), there is a representation V of G on a 
Hilbert space 2 and a unit vector x in 2, with p(,p) = ’ V(,~)X, XI>, . 
Letting k.,(s) : sr;:,, q.(t) Qs-lt) X,s(t)1!2 da(t) we have 
[ p (, Eyw,* 6 zf;)l = I p(k,. . (IL., + u.,*))l 
and we are done. 
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It follows from Theorem 2.5 and the results of [14] that a repre- 
scntation 7r of G can be “induced,” via the generalized conditional 
expectation P, to a representation of C*(G x G/H). However, 
representations of C*(G x G/H) are well known to be in 1 I 
correspondence with representations of 1cI [5, Sects. 3, 4; 7; 14, 
Sects. 6, 71, the correspondence being as follows: for a representation 0 
of ,FI, let cicJ be the induced representation of G (in the usual sense), 
;TI* the corresponding projection-valued measure on G/II, and 
L-(f) the operator defined weakly on the space of ci” by (LQ)x, J;~ : 
J‘(; \M”f(s, .) ~P(s)x, 3’;’ L~S, for f E K(G Y G/N). Then I,- extends to 
a representation of C*(G :X G/II), and (5 t+ LCJ is the correspondence. 
We shall call ‘L,‘” , !LZ”:, the system of imprimitivity determined 
by CJ, and write IJcF ~~1 \ I :I~, W>. 
‘THEOREM 2. IO. I,et T be B unitary repvesentatiou of G on a Hilbert 
space X’. The representation of C*(G ‘.: G/H) obtained by inducing T, 
aia the generalized conditional expectation P dejined in (2.3), is unitarily 
equivalent to the representation I,n IH ~~ ~1 CT” H, l%fn H>. 
Proof. \Yc shall use Rieffel’s model both for the representation 
of C*(G ;( G//l) . In uced from 7~ via P, and the representation d 
Lx H _ \‘[;- II, L$,fn “1,. The former acts on the pre-Hilbert space 
K(G :.’ G/E-I) @K(c;) .;// while the latter acts on K(G) OK(H) X, 
since n H acts on .F also. T,et E denote the linear span of {($, F:,~,: 
4, ‘i’ E K(G)). It f  o 11 ows from [14, Sect. 71 that E is a *-subalgebra 
of K(G 9 G/I-I), dense in K(G x G/H) in the inductive -limit 
topology, and that to prove the theorem, it suffices to exhibit an 
isometry @ mapping E @K(G) .X into a dense subspace of 
K(G) OK(H) J?, which intertwines the action of E on each of these 
two spaces. To describe how E acts, NY must first recall more details 
of Rieffel’s construction [14, Sects. 4, 71. The generalized con- 
ditional expectation 0: K(G) + K(H) is defined by (Qf)(lz) mm-- 
(A(ll)/~(lz))‘~“f(/z), f E K(G), h E H, with A and 6 denoting, respec- 
tively, the modular functions of G and of II. As p(xh) = (S(h)/A(h))p(x) 
and p can be chosen to be equal to one at the identity, we have 
@f)(h) 1 (rl’Tff)(h). Th ere is both a natural action of K(?I) as 
an algebra of double centralizers of K(G), and a modified action 
of K(H) on K(G), on the right, with respect to which 0 satisfies 
the conditional expectation property. The natural action on the right 
is given by 
(f * Z)(x) = f  of Ll(h-1) Z(h) d/l, .fE K(G), 1 E qw, 
‘H 
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the corresponding natural action on the left being 1 If =- (,f* *, I*)*. 
The importance to us of this natural action lies in the fact that if 
T is a unitary representation of G on a Hilbert space X, so that 
K(G) and K(H) 1 a so act on X, respectively, by the integrated forms 
of 7r and of r iH, then for f,g E K(G), ZE K(H), 
‘l’hc modified action of K(H) on K(G) is given by f 0 I = f '. (p--l/"/), 
~EK(G), ZEK(H). Thus Q(fo1) _ Q(f) . 1. 
n’ow E acts on E OK(G) Y by the multiplication in E, kvhich is 
so that 
E acts on K(G) @L-(H) .;I%’ by considering an element of E as a map 
of K(G) into itself, namely, !f, g>,(h) = f 0 Q(g* t h), so that 
(f,‘lQ,(h @w) :=fa gqg* i h) @zc. 
Define 0: E @K(C;) .P? 4 K(G) @QKui) .X on elementary tensors by 
@((f,g>E 0 w) =fO (gP1'2)*w f, g E K(G), VJ E 2. (2.12) 
sf, (if well defined) clearly has dense range. :Ilso, 
while 
(ftg)E@(<k k>E 0~) = <fag)@ O(P~'~~)*W) 
= f 0 gg* * h) @ (pwk)*zc, 
so sls intertwines the action of E on the two spaces. 
That CD is well defined and an isometry depends on the identity 
(easily checked) 
(fp"? * dJ = P"*(fo $4, fE K(G), $ E K(H). (2.13) 
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With f, g, h, k as above and r, w in .T, 
:= (P(\h, k‘~;(f, g\&, zc,, [ 14, Proposition 4.17, Theorem 5. I]. 
~~ <P((k :, Q(k* f), g)&, zu,, 
=- ;&,‘P . (k o 0(/l* a.f))] _< (p’Izg)*c, zcL“, hx (24, 
((p’/2k) . Q(k” +f) i (p”‘g)*z3, zc; hy (2.13). 
On the other hand, the inner product in K(G) @KuIj .;/( of the 
images under @ of I .f, g\E @ z’ and /h, k), 0 w is given b\ 
[14, Proposition 4.7, Theorem 5.11, and the two inner products 
are equal by (2. I I ). 
The following observations explain our definition of 0. For 
f E K(G), I E K(G/H), f @ I =: h1/2((S, @ 2) *fj, where 6 is the 
identity in G and S,, @ 1 is viewed formally as a function on G I G/II 
on which f acts on the right as in (2.4). For es E -g, (A-‘/?(f @ I)) @ 
7’ := ((8, @ I) 4.f) @ 2’ := (6, @ I) 0.f x C since we are tensoring over 
K(G). Now view (a,, @ 1) @ f~ as I @fi. EL”(G/H) @ X. It is 
easy to construct an isometry of L2(G/H) @ -9’ into the Mackey- 
Blattner model of the Hilbert space of C’“‘H by defining (1 @ V)(X) 
Z(x) p*qx) 77(x ~‘)Pl. 11 ‘,‘e 1 rave thus a mapping (A--r12(f @ I)) @ E ----f 
(I @ V)(X) = Z(X) P’!~(x:) n(~-r) n(f)c which extends to a mapping 
of K(G Y G/H) &JK((;) 3’ into .X( I-r;‘H) defined by 
($4 @ v)(x) == p’iyx) n(t -+ W(.xt, x) $!J(Sf. X))F’, 4’, E K(G \.’ G;H). 
For # of the form c’.f, s)~, routine computations show that the 
corresponding element of -i’r( Uni”) is the function from G to 3’ 
given by 
.Y + .r, (dp)yh),f(Xh) T(h) *i, (‘p’yyt) 7r(t)u dt dh 
= 3; -+ 1 (n,is)‘yh)f(Xh) a(h)((gp’/2)%) dh, 
‘H 
which is exactly the image off @ (gpr/“)*z’ E K(G) OK(H) .‘Y under 
the map r defined in [14, p. 2281. 
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3. CCR INDUCED REPRESEKTATIONS 
In this section we consider the general situation discussed by 
Rieffel in [14]. A and B are pre-C*-algebras, and X is a left pre- 
Hermitian B-rigged A-module [14, Definition 4.191. Let V be a 
Hermitian B-module and let S OR V be the induced Hermitian 
A-module. 
'I'HEOREM 3.1. If A acts as an algebra of compact operators 011 
X OfI V, then so does B on V. 
Proof. Elements a E A and pairs of elements (x, y) from X 
determine operators L, and, respectively, TX,!, in L(X) [14, Defini- 
tion 2.31, whose action on elementary tensors of X (9~~ L’ is as 
follows: L,,(w @ U) = aw @ v, II’,,,!,(w @ r) :-: x:‘w, yjM @ z’, w E S, 
v E v. Clearly L, 3 T,.,, 7 7’,,r,!, , since elements of L(X) commute 
with the right action of B on X. The imprimitivity algebra E is 
the linear span of the operators Tr,,,, , and B acts as an algebra of 
compact operators on I’ if and only if E does on X On V [7; 14, 
Sects. 6, 71. I,et e, be a bounded self-adjoint approximate identity 
for -4. Then the operators LCY 0 Y:,,, -my T,*,,,!, are ail compact on 
X On I/‘, and it suffices to show they converge uniformly to T,,.,,, . Rut 
this is clear, since jl T:,,, ~ Tc,,rY?I I/ : // T,P,I,,I, 1) < 11 .Y - e,>.z ;I8 il y /lB , 
and these terms converge to zero 1114, Lemma 6.2, Proposition 4.281. 
\Ve thus have the following corollary which, among other things, 
e.xtends Theorem 2.2 of [I61 to the nonseparable case. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let H be a closed subgroup qf G, r and 5 unitary 
representations of H and qf G, I-espectively, and I!- the induced repre- 
sentation of G. If tin is CCR, SO is z. Jf (r if, is C.CR, so is CT. 
Remark. The second half of the corollary can also be given a 
simple direct proof, as was pointed out to us by Rieffel, by observing 
that if F.,, is an approximate identity for K(H), then for each ,f E K(G), 
.f . p,, + f in C*(G), and a(f * y.,) -~ ~(f)c IH(q,,). 
4. BOUNDED Coiv~moN.4L EXPECTATIONS AND 
FINITE VOLUME HOMOGENEOUS SPACES 
We consider the case of an inducing process defined via a generalized 
conditional expectation satisfying additional hypotheses, which still 
generalizes the notion of conditional expectation from an algebra 
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onto a subalgebra. The motivating example is the representation 
of C*(G :/ G/H) with system of imprimitivity corresponding to 
the restriction to H of a unitary representation 7r of G, considered 
as a representation induced from 7~ as in Section 2, when the 
homogeneous space G/II is of finite volume. We consider this example 
first. 
ld~~~~~ 4.1. Let G’ be u locally compact group and H u closed 
subgroup such that G/N is of finite volume. Then C*(G) can be viewed 
as a subalgebra of n/l(C*(G i: G/H)), the double centralizer algebra of 
C*(G x G/H), and P can be extended to a bounded positire linear 
map of C*(G ;\ G/H) onto a dense subspace of C*(G), satisfying 
P(ab) = P(a)b and P(ba) :- BP(a) Vu E C*(G x G/H), b E C*(G). 
Proof. For 4 E K(G), f E K(G x G/H), define # -f. f~ fi as 
in (2.1), and let &,f :- # *f, R,f ::m f 4 4’1. Note that if G/H has 
an invariant measure n, the right actions of K(G) on K(G Y G/H) 
given by (2.1) and (2.4) coincide, as do the maps P given by (2.2) 
and (2.3), and that if pi is an invariant probability measure, P is 
bounded (Lemma 2.9). Routine integral computations show that 
Z,!J -j (I,, , R,) is a *-algebra homomorphism of K(G) into the double 
centralizer algebra of K(G Y G/H). Ijet 1, m= !, V, XQ be a repre- 
sentation of C*(G x G/I-I) and choose f E K(G x GIN), t,!~ EK(G). 
Then L(f * 4) =~ L(f) V(4) and L(# j, f) z 1'(#) L(f), where V here 
refers also to the integrated form of the unitary representation of G, 
and it follows that 11 f * {J I/ < li.fli I! $1~ and ii $ k.fli i: ~1 ~l,ii IVfli. 
I,, and R, can thus be extended to maps of C*(G GIFI) into 
itself, (L, , R,) is a double centralizer, and ~~(I+ , R1)!, < 11 Z/J (!, so 
we indeed have a *-algebra homomorphism of C*(G) into 
M(C*(G x G/II)). If I-L in C*(G) is such that (A,, , R,) - 0, then 
L(p of) = V(p)L(f) = 0 for all representations I, -= ,(I/‘, M) of 
C*(G j< G/H) and all f~ C*(G x G;llj. Thus V(p) -Z 0 for all 
unitary representations of G induced from II, and since G/1{ has a 
finite invariant measure it follows from the proof of Theorem 5.1 
of [9] that p :~ 0. Hence C*(G) is a subalgebra of M(C*(G >: Gjf1)). 
As P is bounded, its extension to C*(G x G/H) clearly satisfies all 
the desired properties. 
Remark I. In the above situation, P coincides with the map 
Q in [15, Proposition 3.31. 
Remark 2. If in addition to being of finite volume, G/H is also 
compact, then in fact C*(G) is a subalgebra of C”(G x GjH) 
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[8, L,emma 2.21, and the situation is that of a conditional expectation 
from a C*-algebra onto a subalgebra, considered in [14, Sect. I]. 
In general, let A be a C*-algebra, let B be a C*-subalgebra of 
AZ(A), and let P be a norm-bounded positive linear map of A onto a 
dense subspace of 13, satisfying P(clb) = P(a)(i and P(hn) = bP(a) 
Lf’m F A, 1) E R. Then B i A”, the enveloping W*-algebra of A 
[3, pp. 370 -3711, and P, viewed as a norm-bounded positive linear 
map of -4 into A”, has a unique extension to an ultra-weakly con- 
tinuous linear map E’ of A” into A”. Specifically, for TEA” and 
J‘E A’, p(7’),J) : J’T, (Jc El)-\, where for g E A’, 2 is the unique 
extension of R to an ultra-weakly continuous linear functional on A”. 
iif~l m= ~‘j i by the Kaplansky density theorem, hcncc j/ I’ i mu: / Pbl. 
Also, the definition of P implies its positivity, and p(nb) = Z’(u)/), 
P(bl7) bP(a), v n E A”, b E B, by continuity. LVe now wish to impost 
a condition on P to ensure that P(h) = 0, V/J E Il. AAccordingly, 
1b.e assume: 
=1 has a bounded approximate identity e, with P(PJ 
a left approximate identity for R. (“1 
hmIA 4.2. If condition (*) is satisfied, the unique extension P 
of I’ satis$es p(b) := b, Vb E B. 
Pro?/. h is the norm limit of P(e,)b == P(e,b) = I’(e,,b). On the 
other hand e,h + 11 ultra-weakly in A”. To see this, observe that 
e,b, b all lie in a norm bounded set of A”, hence it suffices to prove 
that e,A -+ b weakly in A”. But in fact, e,, being a bounded approximate 
identity in A implies that e, 4 I strongly in A”, so indeed e,b 4 b 
strongly in A”. Hence P(e,b) + 11 in norm, &e,b) + P(h) ultra- 
weakly, and b == P(b). 
I,EMMA 4.3. Condition (*) is satisjied in the situation qf Lemma 4.1. 
Proof. Let w,,* z w, @ Uv as in Lemma 2.9. Then P(w,,*) = 
u:, . Sc;ifl r.,(?) da(?). b ‘ince a(G/H) = sup a(K), with the sup taken 
over all compact sets KC G/H, we have Jc,,r ~~(97) da(T) --f 1. A%s U, 
is an approximate identity for C*(G), the result follows. 
A is a closed two-sided ideal in lM(A) and I3 is a C*-subalgebra 
of M(A), hence A -+ B is a C*-algebra [4, Corollary 1.8.41. If condi- 
tion (*) holds, it follows from the above discussion that P, restricted 
to A + B, is a conditional expectation onto the subalgebra B, and 
thus that representations of B can be induced up to representations 
of A + B, via P. Since R c,‘ M(A), any representation of L4 can 
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be extended canonically to A + B by first extending it uniquely 
to a representation of M(A) and then restricting to A + B. ‘lhus 
a representation of B can also be induced up to A via P and then 
extended canonically to A -t B. We wish to show that the two 
ways of constructing representations of A + L-: from representations 
of B are equivalent, and that certain properties of a representation 
of A induced from a representation of B can be studied by considering 
the induced representation of A -+ B instead. This has the advantage 
of placing us in the setting of a conditional expectation of a C*-algebra 
onto a subalgebra. Many technical difficulties disappear in this 
situation, and there is a stronger relationship than usual between 
properties of the original representation and properties of the induced 
representation. 
'~YHEOREM 4.4. Let A, B, P, arzd P he as aboce, with condition (*) 
holding, and let I ’ be a Hermitian B-module and W a Hermitian 
A-module. The action of A + B on (A + B) an V induced via r’ 
is unitarily equivalent to the action of A -I-- B on A ON I7 obtained 
by canonically extending to A + Ll the representation of .-I induced 
eia P. Furthermore, the W*-algebra generated by 4 is identical to 
that generated by A -I- B, and a bounded operator T: A @In CT -+ Ii7 
intertwines the action qf A on these two spares if and only if it intedwines 
the action of ;4 -1 B. 
Proof. ‘There clearly exists a well-defined linear isometry 6, of 
A oB V into (A $ B) oLI I; defined on elementary tensors by 
O(u @ ZJ) = a @ z’. As the range of P is dense in B, every b (55 z~ E 
(A i- B) On r’ can be approximated by elements of the form 
P(a) @J z’, a E A, since i, h @ u IId = c:P(b*b)v, E> :: (b”bz~, Y,’ : 
Ii IX 1 2 < !I b ii2 1’ z’ l~2. Hcncc, to sho\v that the range of 6) is dense, 
it suffices to check that P(a) @ 7: =m lim e, @ P(a)zl, e,, as in condi- 
tion (*). Rut 
f<B((P(a) - e,J(u))*(P(a) -~~ e,P(a)))r, v), 
and 
P((P(a) - @(a))” r (P(a) - P,P(U))) 
= P(P(a)* P(a) - P(a)* e,*P(a) ~~ P(a),% Q(u) $- P(u)* e,“@(a)) 
_ P(a)*P(a)-- (P(p?)P(a))*P(a)---P(a)*P(e,)P(a) ~~P(a)*I’(e,‘e,)I’(cr). 
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Sow P(P,*P,) = P(P,*~,) is a positive element of B, so 
f’(n)* P(e,%,) P(u) < 1; P(e,*e,)l’ P(a)* P(u) [4, I .6X] 
2.: P(a)* P(u), 
since conditional expectations have norm 1. Hence 
( I’(u) ,I “L‘ - e, f,;jj P(a)v LP 
\ P(a)” f’(a) - (P(eJ P(u))* P(a) - f’(O)” Eye,) P(a) + r(a)* f-y+, v>, 
and the inner product converges to zero since P(e,) is a left approui- 
mate identity for B. Hence 0 defines an isometry of A oB IV onto 
(iz + B) ‘sJN v. 
1’0 see that 0 intertwines the two actions of -4 + 11, it suffices 
to check separately that 0 intertwines the actions of A and of B. 
‘I’he result for A follows directly from the fact that the product 
of two elements of A is the same whether the multiplication is carried 
out in -4 or in A {- B. The result for B is precisely a restatement 
of the fact that in the canonical extension to -4 -A~ B of the action 
of A on A @Jn V, the action of 1) E B on an elementary tensor is 
h . (Q @ Y) :=m ha @ 2’. This is because, if e,, is any bounded right 
approximate identity for -4, then n @ c m= lim(cre,-) @ Y z lim n . 
(P, @ z,), hence 
-4s 13 c A”, it follows from [4, 12.1.51 that the operators on A OH J’ 
determined by elements of B lie in the weak closure of the algebra 
of operators generated by z4, hence the actions of A and of A + B 
determine the same IV*-algebra. Finally, if 7’: ,4 On I’ --f TV is a 
bounded linear operator, ( a E iz”: Tu = aT) is neaklv closed, hence 
contains -4 -~ B if and only if it contains A. 
ivotation. Let A be a C*-algebra, and V and W two Hermitian 
-4-modules. HOM,(V, W) is defined to be the space of all bounded 
linear operators T from V to W which intertwine the action of A, 
and d4( V, W) is defined to be the dimension of HOM,d(V, W). 
If L’ mm- W, we shall write HOlVI..,(V, V) simply as A’, the W*-algebra 
of all bounded linear operators on V which commute with the action 
of A. If A is the C*-algebra of a group G, and G acts on V and W, 
respectively, by ’ umtary representations 7r an d 0, LVL‘ shall write 
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HOM,(n, u) and &(z-, (r), respectively, for IIOM,,(,,( 17, W) and 
dc*(c)( L’, W). 
'I‘HEOKEM 4.5. I,et A, B, Pand P be as describedprios to I,emma 4.2, 
and assume that rozdition (*) holds. I,et l7 be a Ilevmitiar~ H-module 
and W a Hermitian i2-module. If  the action oj‘A on A @JR 17generates a 
type I W”-algebra, so does the action of B on T7. Also, d,(A I@~~ 17, Ti’) -1 
dB( I’, LV), where again the action r!f B OH W is the restriction to B 
of the canonical extension to 1l/r(~4) of the action of A on MT. 
Proof. 13~ ‘l’h eorem 4.4, it suffices to consider onl\- the case 
where B is a C*-subalgebra of A, and P is a conditional cspectation 
from A onto 11. In this situation, P determines a projection operator 
in A On C’, which MC‘ shall also denote by P [14, Sect. 31. 1’ is defined 
on elementary tensors by P(u @ 2)) Pa @ 79, the range B (GJH V 
of P is invariant under B, and the action of I: on the range of P 
is unitarily equivalent to the action of B on I;, the operator c’: ZZ @,! 
L’ --f I’ implementing the equivalence being defined by 1 -(/I @ V) 
b-i. We shall denote the operator on A OR L7 determined bp a E .4 
as I,, , so that J,,,(u’ @ 21) -= aa’ @ ‘75, a’ E A. The imprimitivity 
algebra E [14, Definition 3.61 is the linear span of operators on 
A OR I/ of the form I,,,PL,,, , a, a’ t A, and has commutant E’ 
isomorphic to B’, the commutant of the algebra of operators generated 
by B on V [14, ‘I’heorem 6.231. Hence, for the first part of the theorem, 
it suffices to prove that if A (or its commutant ‘4’) gencrates a type I 
IV*-algebra on A &)A k’, then so does E (or E’). For T t A’, I’TP COIN- 
mutes with [I,,): b t Bj, hence UPTPlr-~’ E B’ and 7 @ I!PTPl l C- il’ 
[14, Theorem 5.31. 14’e shall show that E’ L A’ and that the map 
T-I @ UPTPl’-’ is actually a map of A’ onto E’ which satisfies 
all the properties listed in Lemma 2 of [IO]. We first pro\-c the 
following 
LEMMA 4.6. P t E”, the double r‘ommutant qf E, and is a projectiorz 
of central support equal to the identity in E”. 
Proof. Since 1~ a @ z‘ l~2 -: iP(a*a)C, z“> < I/ P/j // a Iii 1’ r L‘), e,a @ 
zl --f a @ z: in A OR P’, where e, is any bounded self-adjoint approxi- 
mate identity for A. Hence the uniformly bounded family of operators 
L,&PIV ,l + P weakly, since on elementary tensors, 
~/J%~,~PL,,,(~ 0 a), a’ @ v’) := (P(e,n @ v), e,a’ @ z.’ , 
which converges to <P(a @ z), a’ @ ~‘1 . Thus P E E”, and similarly 
so are operators of the form L,,P, PL,, . To XC that P has central 
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support equal to the identity in E’“, it suffices to check that the closed 
linear span of (T(b @72): TEE”, bEB, ‘L’E k’j is all of A GJn I’. 
Put the above space contains jL,,I-‘(b @ 7:): a t A, b E 11, P‘ c I71 ~~ 
((I @ be:, which spans a dense subspace of A oB I,- since Ilx,: b E H, 
%‘E V) is dense in IY. 
I,et S E E’. To sho\v S E A’, it suffices, by the proof of I,emma 4.6, 
to check that (.SL,,)(I,,,,I’) = (L,,S)(L,,,P)Vu, (I’ E A. Put (SL,,)(L,,,P) 
S(L,,L,,,P) ~~~~ (L,,L,,,P)S ~~~ I,,,(1,,,,P)S ~~ (L,,S)(L,,,P) since operators 
of the form I,,P E E”. I-Ience E’ (J A’. For 7’ E *A’, the bounded 
operator I &I I/‘K”PC.mi in A’ also lies in E’, since it commutes 
with P, as can be easily checked. If 7’ E E’, we claim that 7’ JO 
C’I’TPC-‘. To see this, observe that on the dcnsc subspace spanned 
by elements of the form n @ DC, Y’(tr @ hr) m: TI,,,P(b @ .r) 
L,,PT(h @J Z’), g a ain since L,P E E”. On the other hand, I @ 
r,‘PTPl.--‘(a @ /x) = a @ C:PT(b 8 c). PT(h @ .7,) F B ofj J-, so 
KC must show L,p ~~ a @ Ux Va E B @jB b-. But s --f I-.v + (I 0 ( .s 
is a bounded linear operator from B &J~ I’ ---f IT + ‘4 $J~ I’, as is 
I ,,, , and it therefo re suffices to check the equality on an elementary 
tensors == h @ 2’. 0 @ l:(B @ 7~) : a @ /x5 :- ab @ c ~~ L,,(D @ c). 
It follows that T a I @J IJPTPI’ m’ is a projection from A’ onto E’. 
‘i’hat the map satisfies all the properties listed in [ 10, Ixmma 21 
can be checked easily. For example, if R E A’ and S, TEE’, 
I @ I:PSRTPC-’ == S(I @ I’PRPIT-l)T, since S -: I @ C;PSPI‘--I, 
7’ = I @ C’PTPC:-‘, and 
(r’I’SPC7 ‘)(FPRPli l)(L-PTPVl) : UPSPRPTPC.:-’ I’PSRTPC: I, 
since S, 7’ commute with P E E”. Thus the first part of the theorem 
is prol’en. 
For the second part, let W be a Hermitian A-module and let 
T E FIOI1~l,,(A OR V, W). Th en TC’-l is a bounded linear map of 
V --f IV which commutes with the action of B, since for ba in the 
dense subspace BV C V, TC:-16’(bc) : T(b’h @ c) = TI,,,(b @ ts) ~~ 
b’T(b @ e,) = b’TC;--l(h). T + TU-l is thus a linear map of 
I-fOM,,(A On I’, IV) into HOM,(V, IV), and it is injective, for if 
T[‘= I 0, then TP =~ 0 and a . TPL,.P kz- 0 Vu, c E A. Rut N . 
TPL,.P :-- T(L,PL,.)P, since T E IIOM,(A oB V, W). Thus TRP 0 
V’R E E”, and since the central support of P in E” is equal to the 
identity, it follows that T =: 0. Hence d,,(A OR V, I$‘) < d,( V, W), 
and we are done. 
COROLLARY 4.7 [I 1, Proposition 2.4; 12, ‘l’heorem 4’1. Let H be 
an open sz~bgroup ?f G, T and o unitary representations of H and of G, 
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respectively. I f  ITz (the induced representation) is type I, so is X. Also, 
(I,( ITT, 0) < &(n, 0 ItI). 
COROLLARY 4.8 [ 1 1, Proposition 2.2; 131. Let H be a closed subgroup 
of G, with G/H being qf jinite z~olume, and let CT and o be unitary 
representations qf H and qf G, respectively. I f  CT III is type I, so is 0. 
Also, 440 ‘f, , r) .< d(;(a, r”“). 
Proof. ‘The proof follows from our previous results, and the 
observation that if a representation I, -. ‘I;, IV) of C*(G :< G/H) 
is extended to M(C*(G x G/H)) and then restricted to C*(G) C 
M(C*(G x G/H)), the representation of C*(G) thus obtained is 
precisely that determined by I’. 
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